Abstract When a function f .x/ is singular at a point x s on the real axis, its Fourier series, when truncated at the N th term, gives a pointwise error of only O.1=N / over the entire real axis. 146-166 (1995)] proved that it is possible to recover an exponential rate of convegence at all points away from the singularity in the sense that jf
Introduction
Let f .x/ denote the sum of the Fourier series
For simplicity, we shall focus attention on functions for which there is just a single such singularity which without loss of generality we shall assume is at the origin. Our goal is to show that by elementary means that it is possible to recover a geometric rate of convergence, that is, an error proportional to exp. .x/N /, everywhere except at the singularity itself by using the Euler acceleration.
The Euler acceleration is a local filter in the sense that it accelerates the series at a given x without using information from different x. The Gibbs reprojection filter developed by Gottleib and Shu accelerates the Fourier series by replacing it by a polynomial approximation at all x simultaneously, thus treating different x collectively [8] . Such nonlocal filters are very powerful, but also more complicated, and share the defect of spatial non-uniformity, failing at the singularities themselves. Because of page limits, comparisons of local and non-local filters must be left for another time. n/ for some positive constant q 0 [13, 14], These "adaptive filters" are described in the first half of Tadmor's review [12] . Our goal here is to remove some of this confusion, and strengthen the conclusions of our earlier papers by replacing the qualitative assertion of geometric convergence by a new theorem that gives the quantitative rate of convergence.
The central result is the following. 
where
exp. .x// D .x/ D min.2; j 1 .x/j; j 2 .x/j; : : :/; jxj .2=3/ min.j 0 .x/j; j 1 .x/j; : : :/; jxj < .2=3/
where, denoting r j Á exp.j=.x j /j/, j j j D 2r j q 1 C r 2 j C 2r j cos.x <.x j //
